Soneva weddings

So the adventure begins...
We would like to extend our warmest congratulations
on your engagement. Wherever life’s journey takes you,
may it be led by love.
Our journey took us around the world, before we eventually
found our hearts in the Maldives – a place where the pace
of life moves to the rhythm of the tide and the arc of the sun.
By joining us at Soneva Fushi or Soneva Jani in the Maldives,
or Soneva Kiri in Thailand, you will have no choice but
to slow down and absorb every precious moment
of a day that represents forever.
Allow the best chapter of your lives to unfold in one
of our secluded sanctuaries that promises memories
and moments to last a lifetime.

Sonu and Eva
Founders, Soneva
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A pearl in the ocean
Located on the stunning island of Medhufaru, Soneva Jani
is an archipelago hideaway set within a private lagoon;
an awe-inspiring azure spectacle that inspires a sense
of calm. Here, the embrace of nature is enhanced
by the caress of luxury.

Isabeli Fontana, the Brazilian Victoria’s Secret Model,
with her husband, Diego Ferrero at Soneva Fushi.
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Your wedding day
At Soneva, the pace of life moves to the pull of the tide,
the arc of the sun and the beating hearts of the guests that
bring it to life. Here, you will have no choice but to slow down
and absorb every precious moment of your wedding day.
Choose from the Maldivian island charms of Soneva Fushi,
the glorious overwater bliss of Soneva Jani, the memorable
Thai hospitality of Soneva Kiri, or the bespoke brilliance
of our floating resort Soneva in Aqua, and enjoy a wedding
celebration that surpasses your wildest dreams.
From ceremony to cuisine, Soneva’s wedding coordinators
will take care of the smallest details, while our specially tailored
wedding packages promise luxurious stays and unforgettable
experiences for you and your guests. For those who prefer
to celebrate in complete privacy, entire island and resort
buy-outs are also available, providing you and your guests
with the ultimate Soneva experience.
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The ceremony

The majestic overwater villas of Soneva Jani
standing above the turquoise lagoon provide
the ultimate destination for a desert island
wedding. Combined with the expert knowledge
of our dedicated wedding coordinators, your
every desire will be catered for.

Beach ceremony

Tucked away on the secluded North Island
alongside the turquoise lagoon, our peaceful
beach is the perfect spot for a nature inspired
wedding. With your toes in the sand and your
fingers entwined, step before your partner and
take your vows under the glow of the Maldivian
sun. Feel the ocean breeze in your hair, the
warmth of the sun on your skin and the love
of your family and friends in your heart.

Lagoon ceremony
A lagoon of crystal clear waters fringed by
pristine beaches and blanketed in lush tropical
greenery, there’s nowhere quite as exquisite to
say I do. With your most treasured family and
friends on your own private jetty, stand before
them suspended above the lagoon and unite in
your own private paradise.
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Dining

The culinary experiences at Soneva Jani are as
diverse as they are memorable, presenting gourmet
menus across a variety of cultures and cuisines.
Discuss your preferences with our multi-talented
chefs, and enjoy fresh and delicious dishes at a
choice of six restaurants and a number of island
destinations to suit your taste and your palette.

So Starstruck

Once the sun has set on the daytime
ceremony, enjoy an intimate reception
in the company of the stars and your loved
ones at The Observatory’s dining area.
Savour the fresh flavours of ingredients
grown and picked on the island, while being
mesmerised by the celestial bodies projected
on a screen from the telescope. A captivating,
otherworldly dining experience, it will leave
you and your guests entirely enchanted.
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Lagoon private dining

A luxury dining experience ideal for a larger
wedding party, tables will be sumptuously set
on the boardwalk suspended above the crystal
clear lagoon. With a menu designed to your exact
tastes and our dedicated Mr. and Mrs. Fridays
on hand to cater to your every whim, all that’s
left to do is sit back and soak up the best day
of your life.
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The Gathering Bar

Do as the name suggests and get your family
and friends together for an after dinner drink.
Relax into daybeds and catamaran nets overlooking
the sparkling waters and the breathtaking sunset,
as you continue the celebrations well into the night.
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Stay

A spectacular castaway experience awaits
guests at Soneva Jani, with 24 water villas
suspended above the glimmering blue lagoon
and one island villa nestled in the lush foliage.
Ranging in size from one to four bedrooms,
the villas can comfortably accommodate both
larger and smaller bridal parties.

Featuring beautifully designed interiors made
from the highest quality sustainable materials,
as well as its very own stretch of sparkling lagoon,
a private pool and a retractable roof to stargaze
from the master bedroom, each villa offers guests
a taste of intuitive and intelligent luxury. What’s
more, many of the villas feature slides from the
first floor into the lagoon – a welcome adventure
for the young and young at heart.
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Experiences
Snorkelling and diving

The Den

As the older guests relax and refresh after
the ceremony, children can dive head first into
adventure at The Den. From a dress up room
and a Lego box, to snorkelling, gardening
and protecting turtles around the island, it is
the ultimate playground for the imagination.
Supervised by trained staff, you can leave
them to play with total peace of mind.

Our private lagoon is home to an underwater
world of rich marine life. Break through the surface
and discover the vibrancy below with the guidance
of our PADI instructors. Submerged in the clear
waters, you will be inspired by the beauty of the
ocean and more connected to each other than ever.

Cinema Paradiso

Gather with your wedding party at our al fresco,
over-water cinema, and reminisce on your journey
so far with a specially prepared video montage
dedicated to your union. Snuggled up under the
Maldivian stars, there is nowhere more magical
to share moments and memories with loved ones.
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Soneva Jani - Restaurants & bars
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NAME

LOCATION

TYPE OF CUISINE

RECOMMENDED
CAPACITY

MAXIMUM CAPACITY

INSIDE & OUTSIDE
SEATING

SPACE FOR A STAGE
OR DANCEFLOOR?

LIVE MUSIC?

COMMENTS

So Fresh

The Gathering

Around the world
cuisines with Asian
flavours

65

72

Inside & Outside

No

Yes

The day begins here with an endless spread of fresh fruits,
comforting classics and creative juices from our Juice Bar. The day
continues with a bountiful buffet of organic garden salads and live
cooking stations with our wood burning pizza oven, tandoors and
grills and freshly caught and grilled to order fish. The sun sets and
the chef takes the stage in the central open kitchen So Fresh, where
he creates a myriad of choices.

So Imaginative

The Gathering

Mix of molecular with
Soneva's creative cuisine
to inspire the sense of
an imaginary of
culinary world

18

18

Inside

No

Yes

Trick your mind and taste buds with culinary chemistry within
So Imaginative, Soneva’s experimental tasting room. The
sommeliers create inspired wine tastings and wine dinners,
selecting the perfect pairings from the cellar.

So Engaging

The Gathering

Bespoke menu concept
based on innovative
multinational cuisines

5

5

Inside

No

Yes

So Engaging is our chef’s table offering a mystery menu for 5 very
special guests.

Deckadence

The Gathering

Twice a week we will
offer Vietnamese and
Thai dinners

18

18

Outside

No

Yes

At Deckadence and our Starlight table, dine under the stars where
you can choose from any of the menus the chef is creating, or try
the ultimate stargazing dinner at So Starstruck.

So Starstruck

Next to The Gathering

Four course gourmet
dinner menu prepared
by our Head Chef

16

16

Outside

No

Yes

Enjoy an exclusive dining experience in the company of the stars
as you savour fresh flavours at The Observatory’s dining area.
Dine at one of four tables equipped with screens linked to the view
from the telescope and be mesmerised by the celestial bodies, as
explained by our group astronomer.

The Gathering Bar

The Gathering

Comfort food
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Inside & Outside

Yes ( Dance floor)

Yes

Enjoy refreshing coolers, cocktails and tapas any time of the day
at the daybeds and overwater catamaran nets overlooking the
sparkling waters and the breath taking sunset.

The Wine Cellar

The Gathering

N/A

8
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Inside

No

No

Housed in the extraordinary wine tower within The Gathering,
The Wine Cellar features a selection that includes mostly organic
or biodynamic wines.

Zuhair's Beach

Located on an
uninhabited island
near the north tip of
Medhufaru lagoon

Maldivian family
style cuisine

15

20

Inside & Outside

Yes ( Dance floor)

Yes

Tucked away on the secluded North Island, set in the lagoon close
to the water villas is the perfect spot for swimming, snorkelling
and time in the sun. Enjoy a delightful lunch on our private beach,
prepared by the chef using only what he can catch or pick.
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Experiential luxury at its finest
A floating villa, Soneva in Aqua takes the charm of our resort
to the Indian Ocean. Skimming the azure waters, the luxurious,
spacious yacht combines the quintessential Soneva charms
with the freedom to explore the untouched Maldivian atolls
and oceans unfettered by the limitations of time.
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Honeymoon sail

Having said your vows at Soneva Fushi, step aboard
the ultra-luxurious and highly refined Soneva in
Aqua for the ultimate honeymoon sailing experience.
With a maximum occupancy of four adults and two
children, you can select your closest ones to join you on
the yacht, or opt for a romantic newly weds experience
where you can lose yourselves in the magnitude
of the surrounding waters.

Highlights of the yacht include spacious indoor
and outdoor decks with daybeds and dining areas,
an outdoor Jacuzzi, and a glass bottomed spa tub in
the master bedroom. Our highly skilled and trained
crew on board comprises a Captain, a Sous Chef,
a Mr Friday (butler), a Dive Master, a Therapist
and an Astronomer (on request). The boat can
be chartered for one, two, three and seven night
adventures to explore the untouched beauty
of far flung Maldivian atolls.
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Experiences
Starlight dinner

Dine at a candlelit table on the top deck
of Soneva in Aqua and experience the most
distinctive and romantic outdoor dining
experience of your life. The on board Sous
Chef will design bespoke menus that feature
your favourite dishes as well as some Maldivian
specialties, caught fresh from the ocean.
If you prefer, our resident astronomer can
introduce you to the wonders of the night
sky between courses.

Castaway picnic

Step onto the soft sands of terra firma and
enjoy a castaway picnic on an uninhabited
island. Lie back on a blanket and feel the
warmth of the Maldivian sun on your face,
before tucking into a specially prepared
picnic and raising a glass of champagne to
your life together.

Spa treatments

Recline on the sun deck and slip into
unadulterated bliss as our on board
therapist works her magic. Choose from
massages, facials and a rich selection
of wellness rituals that will leave you
feeling relaxed and rejuvenated.
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